
AZEK Deck Collections 

Depending on environmental conditions, AZEK Deck colors may appear to change over time as 
part of the natural weathering process consistent with the warranty guarantees where applicable. 
All AZEK Deck products, natural and manmade will experience weathering.

TRIM MOULDING DECK PORCH RAIL PAVERS

www.azek.com

SS-AZEK DECK
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Kona® Autumn 
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Walnut

Arbor Collection®

AZEK Deck’s Arbor Collection resembles the warm, vibrant tones of 
exotic wood. Get the much desired look of tropical hardwoods with 
the scratch and stain resistance that you have come to expect with 
AZEK Deck. Unique color variations within each board are designed 
to emulate the natural aesthetics of exotic hardwoods.

Harvest Collection®

AZEK Deck’s Harvest Collection offers a palette of soft shades 
that complement the most popular exterior colors.  Many of these 
tried and true decking colors helped establish our unquestioned 
reputation for superior innovation and quality.

Vintage Collection®

AZEK Deck’s Vintage Collection brings you the next innovation in PVC 
decking. With a rustic texture, rich colors and unmatched durability, 
the Vintage Collection is sure to bring anyone’s dream outdoor living 
space to life.

Our high performance AZEK boards are made from PVC Polymer 
Composite Core - making them the ideal choice for beautiful, 
low maintenance decks that resist mold, mildew, insects, and rot. 
Contractors love AZEK's great workability. The PVC core makes it 
lightweight, easy to screw with no pre-drilling, and easy to cut. With 
our Alloy Armour Technology™ cap, AZEK delivers the best looking 
and long-lasting decking in the market.

Alloy Armour Technology™, developed by our advanced polymer 
chemists, is a proprietary alloy blend that provides improved 
performance characteristics, such as outstanding weathering 
protection, UV protection, resistance to scratching and the ability to 
hold color over time. Rigorously tested, Alloy Armour Technology™ 
allows us to confidently provide an industry-best 30-Year fade 
and stain limited warranty. Alloy Armour Technology™ is the next 
generation of cap stock material formulations for AZEK decking 
and represents our continued focus on R&D and commitment to 
pioneering breakthroughs in material science.

Mahogany Cypress Dark Hickory

NEW! NEW!

NEW!

Independent testing has resulted in a Class “A” Flame 
Spread Index for AZEK Vintage Collection®. The rating is 
based on results (under controlled conditions) per ASTM 
E84, which is recognized by the International Building Code 
(IBC) as a standard method for testing flame spread.
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